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Abstract: Software Product Line (SPL) is an approach for de facto reusing of 

software artifacts for a given domain. Amongst the artifacts developed in the 

context of SPL is the Product-Line Architecture (PLA). It is one of the central 

artifacts of the SPL core assets responsible for abstracting a common 

architecture for specific products. Organizations should continuously evaluate 

the quality of their products by managing their PLA evolution and 

variabilities. Thus, the PLA evaluation should be taken into consideration as 

one of the most important activities throughout a SPL life cycle. Existing 

literature presents different PLA evaluation methods, from which metrics are 

most used. Thus, metrics allow different PLA quality attributes to be 

prioritized when deriving existing products, most of the time by trading-off 

them. Size, Coupling and Cohesion are examples of important attributes 

related to Maintainability from ISO/IEC 25010. Metrics for size, coupling 

and cohesion have successfully been applied in SPL, however, not taking into 

account commonalities and variabilities. Therefore, this paper proposes 

metrics for measuring Size, Coupling and Cohesion of PLA, as well as their 

experimental validations. Such validations are performed correlating the 

values collected for each metric to participants rating for each quality 

attribute. Results indicate a weak positive correlation for the size and 

coupling metrics and a weak negative correlation for the Cohesion metric. In 

view of the presented evidence, new studies and/or investigations must be 

carried out to make results generalizable. 

 

Keywords: Software Product Line, Product-Line Architecture, Product-Line 

Architecture Metrics, Experimental Validation 

 

Introduction 

Software Product Line (SPL) is a systematic and 

planned reuse approach of software artifacts in a 

specific domain of activity (Capilla et al., 2013). The 

benefts of the SPL adoption are observed in a medium 

term (Bosch et al., 2015). 

In the development, maintenance and evolution of an 

SPL, many artifacts can be created. Amongst these 

artifacts is the Product-Line Architecture (PLA). The 

PLA represents the abstraction of the possibly 

instantiations of SPL products. 
This characteristic makes the PLA to play a central 

role in the development of such products (Bass et al., 

2012). Considering the inuence of the PLA for the SPL 

approach, it is important to such an artifact be evaluated 

in a systematic manner. The literature presents different 

methods for the evaluation of PLAs (Olumofin and 

Misic, 2005; OliveiraJr et al., 2013). 

Software metrics can support PLA evaluations 
(OliveiraJr et al., 2008; 2013). The use of software 
metrics helps in the understanding, controlling and 
improvement of activities and/or artifacts (Fenton and 
Bieman, 2014). In the context of PLA, the literature 
presents an extensive number of metrics (Montagud et al., 
2012; OliveiraJr et al., 2008). 

In spite of the extensive number of PLA evaluation 

methods presented in the literature, improvement 

possibilities are still observed. Most of such methods in 

the context of SPL and PLA do not evaluate specifc 

attributes and/or characteristics of an SPL, such as 

commonalities and variabilities. Usually, such methods 

evaluate other attributes, such as Size, Coupling and 

Cohesion (Olumofin and Misic, 2005; Kim et al., 2008; 
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Colanzi et al., 2014; Colanzi and Vergilio, 2014; 

Oizumi et al., 2012), not taking into consideration 

explicit variabilities. Metrics for these attributes related 

to maintainability of single-products are a major portion 

of literature (Montagud et al., 2012). 

Even with the evidence of the importance of such 

metrics for the evaluation of software artifacts, SPL/PLA 

context should consider commonalities and/or 

variabilities. In this context, the adaptation of traditional 

software metrics to the context of SPL can be performed 

(OliveiraJr and Gimenes, 2014; Marcolino et al., 2013a; 

OliveiraJr et al., 2010).  

This paper proposes the adaptation of existing single-

product metrics and their experimental validation for 

PLA maintainability by means of reusability and 

modularity attributes according to ISO/IEC 25010 (2011) 

(see Figure 1). Such metrics can be used to evaluate 

important attributes for SPL development taking into 

account commonalities and variabilities of a PLA. Note 

that this paper does not concern on how to perform quality 

attributes prioritization trade-o analysis based on metrics. 

For this purpose, please refer to OliveiraJr et al. (2013). 

Background 

This section discusses the essential concepts of 

variability management and SPL metrics, which take 

into consideration variability. 

Variability Management 

The core assets include artifacts with associated 

variability. Variability is the ability to customize an 

artifact, allowing it to be used in different instantiated 

products of the same SPL. The representation of the 

variabilities can be made by variation points and variants. 

Variation points are the resolution locations of a given 

variability in a given artifact (Capilla et al., 2013). 

Variants allow the resolution of a given variation point and, 

consequently, of a given variability (Galster et al., 2014). 

By means of the selected variants, it is possible to 

observe the differences between the possible products 

instantiated in an SPL. 

Considering the characteristics of variability, it is 

important that they be managed in a systematic way. The 

literature presents different methods and/or approaches 

for Variability Management (VM) (Galster et al., 2014; 

Thurimella and Bruegge, 2012; Chen et al., 2009). 

Amongst the existing methods and/or approaches, the 

Stereotype-based Management of Variability (SMarty) 

approach (OliveiraJr et al., 2010; Marcolino et al., 2017; 

Bera et al., 2015; Marcolino et al., 2013b) stands for 

enabling representation of variability in Unified 

Modeling Language (UML) diagrams. 

The SMarty approach supports use case, class, 

sequence, component and activity diagrams. In these 

diagrams, one can represent and manage explicit 

variabilities, as well as variation points and associated 

variants. For the representation of these elements, an 

UML profle, named SMartyProfle, has been established. 

This profile defines stereotypes that can be applied to the 

elements of UML diagrams supported by SMarty.  

For managing variabilities, variation points and 

variants, a set of guidelines, named SMartyProcess, has 

also been established. The guidelines help in the 

identification and representation of variabilities, as well 

as to identify the variability implementation mechanisms 

and analysis of product configurations. 

The proposed metrics presented in this study can 

be applied to PLAs modeled according to SMarty, 

more specifically class and component diagrams 

representing a PLA. 

Software Product Line Metrics 

The literature presents an extensive number of 

measures and software metrics used in the context of 

SPL. In Montagud et al. (2012), a systemic review on 

quality attributes and measures for SPL is presented. In 

total, 165 measures related to 97 different quality 

attributes are presented. 

The number of measures and metrics observed in the 

work of Montagud et al. (2012) evidenced the extensive 

amount of measurements and methods used in the 

context of SPL. In addition, to the extended number, 

other characteristics are also observed. For example, 

92% of the measures evaluates quality attributes related 

to Maintenance. Figure 2 presents ISO/IEC 25010 

quality attributes for single-product quality. We can 

observe Maintainability represented by Modularity, 

Reusability, Analyzability, Modifiability and Testability. 

In addition to the characteristics observed in 

(Montagud et al., 2012), it is also possible to observe the 

context of the origin of measures and metrics used in 

SPL. Some of them have been defined for other contexts 

and/or paradigms, such as Object-Orientation (OO) and 

are used in SPL (Colanzi and Vergilio, 2014; Colanzi et 

al., 2014; Oizumi et al., 2012; Ribeiro et al., 2010). The 

use of measures in SPL, from other contexts, does not 

characterize a problem as they target original attributes. 

More general software product measures and metrics 

originally defined in other contexts/paradigms can 

support deriving specific metrics and measures for SPL. 

Such measures and metrics can be adapted to the context 

of SPL, allowing the evaluation of commonalities, 

variabilities, variation points and variants of PLAs, for 

example. Thus, adapted metrics could assess quality 

attributes of PLAs. 

To do this, next section presents important concepts 

on single-product size, coupling and cohesion related to 

Modularity and Reusability attributes, then Section 3 

presents our metrics proposal. 
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Fig. 1: ISO/IEC 25010 quality attributes (ISO/IEC,25010, 2011) 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: MM1: Excerpt of the mobile media PLA 
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Size, Coupling and Cohesion Attributes 

The Size attribute evaluates how much of a particular 

entity exists in an element/artifact (Fenton and Bieman, 

2014). In the context of OO, more specifically on 

classes, we can consider the number of attributes and 

methods of a class (SFPD, 2017). Such element/artifact can 

be used at different stages of the software development 

process, for instance, design and implementation artifacts. 

According to Chidamber and Kemerer (1994), classes with 

a large number of methods tend to be more specific, 

limiting the possibility of reuse. Therefore, we can 

understand that Size can be used to estimate the 

Reusability (ISO/IEC,25010, 2011) of an artifact. In 

PLA, such attribute may support identifying larger 

architectural elements, which may present greater 

diffculties in reusing. In addition, such architectural 

elements may evidence other architectural problems, 

such as high coupling and low cohesion. 

The Coupling attribute is defined as the level of 

interdependence among distinct software modules. It is 

the level in which units (different classes, packages, 

components) are connected (SFPD, 2017). Different 

coupling types are presented by ISO terminology 

(ISO/IEEE/IEC, 2010). 

Another attribute considered in this study is 

Cohesion. It is usually associated with Coupling. 

Cohesion is defined as the number of internal elements 

of a design unit that are logically related to each other 

(SDMetrics, 2017). Different types of cohesion are 

presented in (ISO/IEEE/IEC, 2010). 

Both Coupling and Cohesion can be verified in 

different elements/artifacts, from models (classes, 

interfaces, packages and components), to source code. 

Considering Coupling and Cohesion characteristics, they 

can be used to estimate important attributes, such as 

Modularity (ISO/IEC,25010, 2011). A high coupling 

level is detrimental to modularity and prevents a module 

reuse (Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994). 

In PLAs Size, Coupling and Cohesion attributes can 

support, respectively, the evaluation of quantity, 

interdependence and logical relationships among 

architectural elements, enabling corrective and/or 

adaptive activities to be performed. Such activities may 

directly inuence PLA maintenance and evolution. 

Size, Coupling and Cohesion Metrics for PLA 

This section presents metrics for Size, Coupling and 

Cohesion attributes. These metrics were adapted from 

other metrics presented in the literature, which are used 

in the context of SPL. 

Metric for PLA Size 

This metric counts the number of operations in all PLA 

classes or interfaces with variability. Classes/interfaces 

with no variability associated are not counted as they are 

present in every derived product. In addition, set and get 

operations, as well as overwritten operations and 

constructors are not counted. To do so, the metric Number 

of Operations (NumOps) (Colanzi et al., 2014; Colanzi 

and Vergilio, 2014) is taken into account.  

Equation 1 presents the Size metric NSOPLA: 
 

1

n

i

NSOPLA NSO
=

=∑  (1) 

 
Where: 

n = Number of PLA classes/interfaces 

NSO = Number of PLA class/interface operations 

 

Figure 3 presents an excerpt of the Mobile Media 

PLA, named MM1. In such figure we can observe three 

optional classes: Copyist with one operation counted, 

Favourite with five operation counted and Sorter with 

one operation counted. Thus, NSOPLA (MM1) = 7. 

Remaining classes are mandatory and, therefore, are not 

taken into consideration for NSOPLA. 

Metric for PLA Coupling 

This metric counts the total DepIn and DepOut 

(SDMetrics, 2017; Osman et al., 2013) of a PLA by means 

of its components. DepIn is the number of dependencies of 

a supplier component. DepOut is the number of 

dependencies of a client component. Equation 2 presents 

the Coupling metric DepCompVariabilityPLA: 
 

1 1

I

n n

i i

DepCompVariabilityPLA Dep n DepOut
= =

= +∑ ∑  (2) 

 
Where: 

n = Number of PLA components with variabilites 

DepIn = Number of dependencies of a supplier 

component 

DepOut = Number of dependencies of a client component 

 

Figure 3 presents MM2, an excerpt of the Mobile Media 

PLA components. Component FavouriteMgr is optional, 

whereas MediaMgr is an inclusive variation point with 

variants MusicMgr and VideoMgr. Remaining components 

are mandatory: 
 
DepIn of FavouriteMgr is 1, whereas DepOut is 0. 

MediaMgr has DepIn 2 and DepOut 2. MusicMgr has 

DepIn 1 and DepOut 0. VideoMgr has DepIn 1 and 

DepOut 0. Thus DepCompVariabilityPLA(MM2) = 

(DepIn(FavouriteMgr) + DepIn(MediaMgr) + 

DepIn(MusicMgr) + DepIn(VideoMgr)) + 

(DepOut(FavouriteMgr) + DepOut(MediaMgr) + 

DepOut(MusicMgr) + DepOut(VideoMgr)) = (1+2+1+1) 

+ (0+2+0+0) = 7 
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Fig. 3: MM2: Excerpt of the mobile media PLA 
 

Metric for PLA Cohesion 

HV ariabilityPLA counts the total relational cohesion 
(H) (Oizumi et al., 2012) of components with 
variabilities. H is the average number of class internal 
relationships for a given component. 

Equation 3 presents the Cohesion metric 
HVariabilityPLA: 
 

1

n

i

HVariabilityPLA H
=

=∑  (3) 

 

Where: 

n = Number of components with variabilities 

H = The relational cohesion of a component 

Figure 3, FavouriteMgr has H 0 as class Favourite 

has H 0. MediaMgr has H 1 as class Media has H 1 and 

class MediaMgr has H 1. MusicMgr has H 1 as class 

MusicMgr has H 1 and class Music has H 1. VideoMgr 

has H 1 as class Video has H 1 and class VideoMgr has 

H 1. Thus HVariabilityPLA(MM2) = H(FavouriteMgr) + 

H(MediaMgr) + H(MusicMgr) + H(VideoMgr) = 

1+1+1+1 = 4. 

Experimental Validation of the Size Metric 

This section presents a controlled experiment for 

validating the metric for Size attribute, according to the 

template provided by Wohlin et al. (2000).  
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Definition 

Considering the GQM template (Caldiera and 

Rombach, 1994), the experiment was performed to 

analyzing size metrics collected from UML models, for the 

purpose of validation, from the point of view of researchers, 

in the context of students in the role of SPL architects. 

Planning 

Context Selection 

Academic constext was defined for this study. 

Participants Selection 

Selected participants were undergraduate, graduate 
students and lecturers from the State University of Maringa 
(UEM). For the selection of participants, non-probabilistic 
sampling was defined, for convenience. The 15 selected 
participants present the following profile: Graduate and 
undergraduate students, lecturers of Computer Science 
experts on modeling OO classes and components using 
UML and SPL, variability management and PLA. 
Experience is considered when one have modeled at least 
one OO system during one year in computer science course 
classes. SPL, variability management and PLA experience 
relies on designing PLA with variabilities in at least one 
system in any modeling language. 

In this study, participants were not grouped. As the 

study considered metrics for the evaluation of PLAs, 

with no comparison between techniques and/or 

approaches, we decided to non-clustering them. 

Selected participants have the following profile 

(Table 1): 

 

• Undergraduate students from last semester of 

Computer Science and Masters and Ph.D. 

Candidates of Computer Science and Informatics 

• All students with experience on modeling OO systems 

by means of at least class and component diagrams 

• All students with knowledge on OO SPL, variability 

and PLA 
• Researchers in Software Engineering from academia 

and industry with advanced knowledge on OO systems 
modeling, as well as SPL, variability and PLA 

 

Variables Selection 

The following variables were defined for this 
experiment: 
 

• Independent Variables: The PLA and the attribute to 

be evaluated in the experiment, in this case Size. 

PLA has a pre-fixed value (The Mobile Media 

PLA), whereas Size is a factor with two treatments, 

one referring to the metrics collected and one 

referring to the participants Size rating based on 

their experiences 

• Dependent Variable: the correlation between 

treatments of the Size factor 

 

Instrumentation 

The instrumentation (Experimental package available 

at: http://www.din.uem.br/~edson/SMartyMetrics/jcs-

paper) used in this experiment encompasses the 

following documents: 

 

• Experimental Consent Form 

• Characterization Questionnaire 

• A Document with SPL basic concepts 

• A Document describing the SMarty approach 

• A document presenting the Size attribute and its metric 

• A Document presenting the Mobile Media PLA 

• An Evaluation Questionnaire on Size of the PLA 

evaluated 

 

Hypotheses Formulation 

The following hypotheses were defined for this study: 

 

• Null Hypothesis (H0): There is no correlation 

between collected size metrics and the participants 

size rating based on their experience 

• Alternative Hypothesis (H1): There is correlation 

between collected size metrics and the participants 

size rating based on their experience. 

 

Experimental Design 

We considered experimental and statistical test 

principles for designing this study, such as 

randomization at assigning PLAs to participants, non-

clustering and non-balancing. 

The principles of non-clustering and non-balancing 

were considered because of the characteristics of the study, 

which did not compare techniques and/or approaches. 

The experimental arrangement considered was one 

factor and two treatments, in addition to a pre-fixed 

variable, PLA, whereas the Size factor had two treatments. 

With relation to the statistical tests, the Spearman 

Correlation Test (Spearman, 1987) was applied 

correlates size metric collected to the size rate by 

participants experience. 

Execution 

Preparation and Tasks 

Before starting the execution of the experiment, a 

training session was carried out lasting for about 50 min. 

Participants received information on SPL, variability 

management, PLA, size and reusability. 
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Table 1: Size metrics experiment: Participants profile 

    Experience in Experience in SPL 
Participant Education Academia-industry Experience UML (classes) and Variability 

1 Master Academia 4 Years Moderate Supercial 
2 Taking Masters industry 2.5 Years Moderate Moderate 
3 Master Academia 4 Years Moderate Moderate 
4 Taking masters Academia 2 Years Basic Supercial 
5 Taking masters Academia 2 Years Moderate Basic 
6 Taking masters Academia 0.5 Year Basic Basic 
7 Master Academia 4 Years Advanced Advanced 
8 Taking masters Academia 5 Years Moderate Moderate 
9 Taking Ph.D. Academia 10 Years Moderate Supercial 
10 Master Academia 4 Years Advanced Advanced 
11 Taking masters Academia 5 Years Moderate Supercial 
12 Master Academia 7 Months Basic Supercial 
13 Taking masters Academia 3 Years Basic Basic 
14 Taking masters Academia 8 Months Advanced Advanced 
15 Taking masters Academia 7 years Moderate Moderate 

 

Specifically on Size and Reusability, we presented 
definitions of both attributes. For Reusability, the 
following definition was presented: “Evaluation of the 
degree to which parts of the system can be used to build 
other systems" (Sommerville, 1985). With regard to Size, 
the following definition was presented: “number of 
operations of an element. This element can be of design 
(class models, interfaces, packages and components) or 
source code (representations in code of classes, interfaces, 
packages and components)" (Wust, 2017; SFPD, 2017). 

After the training session, participants performed the 

following tasks: 
 
• Sign the experimental consent term 
• Complete the characterization questionnaire 
• Read the document on SPL 
• Read the document on SMarty 
• Read the document on Size and Reusability attributes 
• Read the document describing the Mobile Media PLA 
• Respond to the Size Assessment Questionnaire 
 

Reading tasks were carried out with the purpose of 
reinforcing the information presented in the training 
session. We believed such reinforcement improve the 
participants level of knowledge at the time of the PLA 
evaluation. 

Executing the Experiment 

The first activity was reading and signing the consent 
term. This term explains the purposes of the study, 
highlighting the privacy of personal information. Then, 
the characterization questionnaire was made available 
and each question was explained. 

After completing the characterization questionnaire, 
documents describing SPL, PLA, variability 
management and Size and Reusability were made 
available to the participants. 

The SPL used in the experiment was also explained 
in detail. Such an explanation considered the purpose of 
the SPL, as well as its main characteristics. It was 

explicitly mentioned that the PLA to be evaluated 
represented the architecture of such SPL. 

Finally, the PLA to be evaluated and the evaluation 
questionnaires were made available and the experiment 
started. Participants were asked to mark the start and end 
time of the evaluation. During the experiment, the 
consultation of the documents was allowed. 

All the material used by the participants was printed, 
from the supporting documents, to the PLA and the 
evaluation questionnaires. 

Data Validation 

The tasks performed by the participants were done 
and metrics were collected. 

The evaluations of the participants were considered 
reliable for two reasons: the level of knowledge of the 
participants, as verified in the characterization 
questionnaire and the training performed, before the 
execution of the experiment. 

Analysis and Interpretation 

This section presents analysis and interpretation of 

results. 

Preparation of Data Set 

Data collected in the experiment was tabulated in 

spreadsheets. We organized the information from the 

characterization questionnaire, answered by the 

participants and the results of the evaluations (participant 

rates and metrics), for the correlation calculation. 

Basically two sets of data (participants and metrics) were 

used in the correlation calculation. 

In addition to the tabulation, numerical conversion of 

the Likert scale labels for participants Size rates was 

necessary. The conversion consists of associating a 

numeric value for each label, according to Table 2. 
With regard to the values calculated for the application 

of the metrics, no conversion was required. Therefore, the 
values presented are equal to the values collected. 
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Descriptive Statistics 

As mentioned in Section 4.4.1, two sets of data were 
originated in the experiment. Descriptive statistics is shown 
for such data. Table 3 displays the two sets of data, as well 
as their mean, median and standard deviation. 

Considering the participants size rating, we notice 
most of them classified the Reusability level of the PLAs 
as high or extremely high (values 1 and 2 respectively in 
Table 3, column \Participant Rate"). With regard to the 
values collected by the metrics, it is observed that most 
of them are in range 4 to 7, thus the majority of classes 
presented number of operations between 4 and 7.  

Spearman Correlation Test 

The Spearman Correlation Test (Spearman, 1987) is 
a non-parametric test based on the positions of the 
elements in two sets of data. According to the level of 
correlation observed a correlation indicator between the 
sets is obtained. Figure 4 presents the Spearman 
correlation scale. This non-parametric test was chosen 
as there was a conversion from Likert scale labels to 
numeric values (see Section 4.4.1). 

By calculating the correlation we obtained the value 
of 0.3937237. According to Figure 4, this value 
represents a weak and positive correlation between 

metrics for Size and participants size rating for the 
evaluated PLAs. It means the judgment of participants 
with regard to size (reusability) is aligned to the metrics 
collected. Thus, considering this correlation value, we 
can reject H0 with 95% of assurance, thus providing 
initial evidence that the proposed size metrics can be 
used to assess the degree of reusability of PLAs. 

Although this paper provides such initial evidence, 

two important aspects are observed. 

First, new studies must be carried out as we cannot 

claim that the result obtained comes up only with the 

direct relation between Size and Reusability. 
Second, Size might not be sufficiently adequate to 

evaluate PLA reusability as literature presents works, 
such as Her et al. (2007), that take into account the 
combination of different attributes to evaluate core 
assets reusability. 

 

Table 2: Likert scale label conversion to numeric values 

Reusability level Numeric scale 

Extremely low -2 
Low -1 
Neither low nor high 0 
High 1 
Extremely high 2 

 

Table 3: Collected size metric and participant rates 
Partic. # Size metric (nsopla) Participant rate 

1 7 2 (Extremelly high) 

2 7 1 (High) 

3 7 1 (High) 

4 7 2 (Extremelly high) 

5 5 1 (High) 

6 5 2 (Extremelly high) 

7 5 2 (Extremelly high) 

8 5 1 (High) 

9 4 1 (High) 

10 4 -1 (Low) 

11 4 1 (High) 

12 4 1 (High) 

13 4 2 (Extremelly high) 

14 2 1 (High) 

15 1 1 (High) 

Mean 4.7333333 - 

St. Dev. 1.791514 - 

Median 5 1 (High) 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Spearman correlation scale (Spearman, 1987)

−1.0 −0.5 0 0.5 1.0 Strong negative 

correlation 

Perfect negative 

correlation 

Weak negative 
correlation 

no correlation 

Weak positive 
correlation 

Strong positive 
correlation 

Perfect positive 
correlation 
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Experimental Validation of Coupling and 

Cohesion Metrics 

This section presents the experiment carried out to 

validate Coupling and Cohesion metrics. 

Definition 

This experiment aim at analyzing metrics collected from 
UML models, with the purpose of validation, with respect 
to their capability of coupling and cohesion indicators, from 
the point of view of researchers, in the context of students 
and lecturers in the role of SPL architects. 

Planning 

Context Selection 

This experiment context was academic. 

Participants Selection 

Participants selected to this experiment have the same 

profile of the experiment of Section 4.2.2. 

Table 4 presents information collected from the 

participants profile. 

Variables Selection 

The following variables were defined: 

 
• Independent Variables: The PLA, the attributes 

Coupling and Cohe-sion. The PLA is pre-fixed 
(Mobile Media PLA) and Coupling and Cohesion 
factors have two treatments each: One for the 
defined metrics and one for the participants rate. 
Such factors have no interaction 

• Dependent Variables: the correlation between the 
metrics collected and the participants rate on 
coupling and cohesion 

 

Instrumentation 

Instrumentation (Experimental package available at: 
http://www.din.uem.br/~edson/SMartyMetrics/jcs-paper) 
for this experiment includes most of the documents from 
Section 4.2.4, except the document describing the Size 
attribute, which was replaced with Coupling and 
Cohesion documents and the evaluation questionnaire. 

Hypotheses Formulation 

We defined two sets of hypotheses for this experiment, 

one for coupling and one for cohesion, as follows: 

 

• Coupling Null Hypothesis ((H0Cpl)): There is no 

correlation between collected coupling metrics and the 

participants coupling rating based on their experience 

• Coupling Alternative Hypothesis (H1Cpl): There is no 

correlation between collected coupling metrics and the 

participants coupling rating based on their experience 

• Cohesion Null Hypothesis (H0Coh): There is no 

correlation between collected cohesion metrics and the 

participants cohesion rating based on their experience 

• Cohesion Alternative Hypothesis (H1Coh): There is a 

correlation between collected cohesion metrics and the 

participants cohesion rating based on their experience 

 

Experimental Design 

For this experiment we chose a 2 factors with 2 

treatments each as experimental design. However, the 

two factors do not interact to each other. 

Execution 

Preparation and Tasks 

Before starting the experiment we carried out a 

training session. In this session, participants received 

information on SPL, variability management, PLA, 

Modularity, Coupling and Cohesion.  

Definitions on Modularity, Coupling and Cohesion 

were presented to participants. For Modularity the 

following definition was presented: “it evaluates the 

degree to which the system is subdivided into cohesive 

logical parts, so that changes in one of these parts have 

minimal impact on the others". 

With regard to Coupling, the following definition 

was presented: “Coupling is defined as the level of 

interdependence between different software modules, 

that is, the level at which different design units (classes, 

packages, components) are connected". 

 

Table 4: Coupling and cohesion experiment: Participants profile 

    UML (component Exp. SPL  
Participant Education Academia industry Experience (components) and variability 

1 Taking masters Academic 7 Years Moderate Basic 

2 Taking masters Academic 20 Years Advanced Advanced 

3 Taking masters Industry 3 Years Moderate Moderate 

4 Taking masters Academic 7 Years Moderate Moderate 

5 Master Academic 4 Years Advanced Advanced 

6 Masters Academic 4.5 Years Advanced Advanced 

7 Taking masters Academic 6 Years Moderate Moderate 

8 Taking masters Academic 1.2 Years Basic Basic 
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For Cohesion: “level at which internal elements of a 

design unit are logically related" (Myers, 1975; 

Chidamber and Kemerer, 1994; ISO/IEEE/IEC, 2010; 

Sommerville, 1985; SFPD, 2017; Wust, 2017). 

After the training session, participants performed the same 

tasks described in Section 4.3.1, except with relation to 

documents for coupling and cohesion attributes. 

Executing the Experiment 

Execution of this experiment was the same as in 

Section 4.3.2, except this one considered coupling and 

cohesion rather than size. 

Data Validation 

The tasks performed by the participants were done 

and metrics were collected. 

The evaluations of the participants were considered 

reliable for two reasons: The level of knowledge of the 

participants, as verified in the characterization 

questionnaire and the training performed, before the 

execution of the experiment. 

Analysis and Interpretation 

This section presents analysis and interpretation of 

results. 

Preparation of Data Set 

Data collected in the experiment was tabulated in 

spreadsheets. We organized the information from the 

characterization questionnaire, answered by the 

participants and the results of the evaluations (participant 

rates and metrics), for the correlation calculation. 

Basically two sets of data (participants and metrics) were 

used in the correlation calculation. 

In addition to the tabulation, numerical conversion of 

the Likert scale labels for participants Coupling and 

Cohesion rates was necessary. The conversion consists 

of associating a numeric value for each label, according 

to Table 5. 

Descriptive Statistics 

Table 6 presents data and respective descriptive 

statistics for Coupling and Cohesion. 

Most of participants rate coupling as high or low and 

the range of the metric DepCompV ariabilityPLA was 4 

to 6 with median 0.5. For cohesion, most of participants 

rate it as high and the range of the metric HV ariability 

PLA was 5.66 to 6.66 with median 6.66. 

Spearman Correlation Tests 

We chose the Spearman Correlation Test due to a 

conversion from Likert scale labels to numeric values 

(see Section 5.4.1).  

By calculating the correlation we obtained the value of 

0.3443784 for coupling. According to Figure 4, this value 

represents a weak and positive correlation between metrics 

for Coupling and participants coupling rating for the 

evaluated PLAs. It means the judgment of participants with 

regard to coupling (modularity) is aligned to the metrics 

collected. Thus, considering this correlation value, we can 

reject H0Cpl with 95% of assurance, thus providing initial 

evidence that the proposed coupling metrics can be used to 

assess the degree of modularity of PLAs. 

With regard to cohesion, we obtained the value -

0,4206409 for correlation. This value represents a weak 

and negative correlation between metrics for Cohesion 

and participants cohesion rating for the evaluated PLAs. 

It means the judgment of participants with regard to 

cohesion (modularity) is aligned to the metrics collected. 

Negative correlation means that metrics collected and 

participants rate are inversely proportional.  
 
Table 5: Likert scale label conversion to numeric values 

Modularity level Numeric scale 

Extremely low -2 
Low -1 
Neither low nor high 0 
High 1 
Extremely high 2 

 

Table 6: Collected coupling and cohesion metrics and participant rates 

 Coupling) Part. Cohesion Part.  

Partic. # (DepCompVariabilityPLA Coupling rate (HVariabilityPLA) Cohesion rate 

1 5 1 (High) 6.66 1 (High) 

2 5 2 (Extremelly High) 6.66  -2(Extremely Low) 

3 4 1 (High) 5.66 1 (High) 

4 5 -1 (Low) 6.66 1 (High) 

5 4 -1 (Low) 5.66 1 (High) 

6 6 1 (High) 7.66 0 (Neither Low nor High) 

7 6 0 (Neither Low nor High) 7.66 1 (High) 

8 4 -1 (Low) 5.66 1 (High) 

Mean 4.875 - 6.535 - 

St. Dev. 0.834523 - 0.834523 - 

Median 5 0.5 (Neither Low nor High/High) 6.66 1 (High) 
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Thus, considering this correlation value, we can reject 
H0Coh with 95% of assurance, thus providing initial 
evidence that the proposed cohesion metrics can be used 
to assess the degree of modularity of PLAs. 

Although this paper provides initial evidence on metrics 
for coupling and cohesion: New studies must be carried out 
as we cannot claim that the result obtained comes up only 
with the direct relation between Size and Reusability. 
Coupling and Cohesion might not be sufficiently 

adequate to evaluate PLA modulatiry, such as Size. 

Threats to Validity and Lessons Learned 

Conclusion Validity 

The main threat in these experiments was the sample 
size. Several invited participants were not able to 
perform the experiments due to enrollments to masters 
and Ph.D. courses. However, as the purpose was to 
provide initial evidence on the existence of a correlation 
between metrics and participants rate, we understand that 
for generalizing such findings we need a large sample. 

Internal Validity 

The following issues might threat our experiments: 
 
• Fatigue effect: To avoid fatigue, our training session 

for the size experiment lasted for 45 min and the 
experiment itself for about 30 min. For coupling and 
cohesion experiment, the session training lasted for 
57 min and the experiment itself for about 44 min. 
In both experiments, participants rest for 30 min 
before start the experiment tasks 

• Differences in participants knowledge: Participant 

profiles were different, thus to mitigate such threat 

we provided training sessions. Such sessions enable 

participants to get common knowledge on the 

subjects of interest in the experiments. Therefore, all 

participants were given the same training content 

• Participant answers accuracy: We believe accuracy 

on participants answer is really hard to measure. 

However, we believe our instrumentation and training 

sessions helped to mitigate such threat. In addition, 

our instrumentation was previously evaluated for two 

lecturers/researchers of the SPL area 

 

Construct Validity 

The questionnaires applied to participants in the 
experiments took into account a Likert scale with 5 
labels. Such labels were converted to numerical values 
from -2 to +2 to perform correlations between metrics 
and participants rate. Such a conversion might threaten 
the construction of the experiments. Thus, to mitigate the 
inuence of such scales in the participants rating, we 
provided training sessions using Likert scales. Thus, we 
believe that a proper training might guide participants in 
choosing the best labels from such scales. 

External Validity 

One of the hardest tasks in software engineering 
experiments is recruiting participants. To mitigate such 

threat, we selected graduate students and lecturers from 
de SPL area. Most of selected participants had 
knowledge according to the required profile for our 
experiments. The ones who did not were closely 
observed during training sessions. 

Another external threat to our experiments was the 

instruments used to evaluate the PLAs. Such PLAs came 
from the Mobile Media SPL, a pedagogical non-real 
SPL. We chose Mobile Media as its PLA is not too large 
in terms of classes and components. We believe that 
largest SPLs might threat the participants task realization 
due to excessive information represented. We understand 

this SPL might not threaten our experiments as several 
different works adopted it, such as (Colanzi and 
Vergilio, 2014; Oizumi et al., 2012). However, we are 
aware that prospective experiments with larger and real 
SPLs must be considered. 

Lessons Learned 

Several lessons were learned with the conduction of 

our experiments.  

Training is essential for reinforcing main concepts 

required for our experiments. Several participants from 

both experiments had sufficient knowledge on the 

subject of interest. However, we find training sessions an 

investment on gathering reliable evidence given the 

specific PLA and metrics validated. In our training 

sessions, SPL, PLA and variability management based 

on SMarty were revisited by multimedia educational 

resources, as well as exercises similar to the experiment 

tasks to memorize the training content. Brakes between 

training sessions and experiments tasks were also 

important due to fatigue effects. For experiments such as 

ours, we believe 30 min breaks are sufficient to mitigate 

threats during performing experiments task. 

Pilot projects are straightforward to make experimental 

instrumentation more reliable and avoid misunderstanding 

instructions on experiments. In our case, one pilot project 

was conducted before each experiment, thus 

instrumentation was evaluated by an experienced lecturer 

on SPL, PLA and variability management. In our case, 

experiment on Size metrics benefit from pilot project as 

errors were found in the instrumentation. In addition, such 

evaluation enables state direct instructions for participants, 

which we widely encourage. A simple misunderstood 

instruction on an experiment task might threat data 

collected thus, consequently, data analysis and 

interpretation. Therefore, we encourage elaborate simple 

and objective instructions or questions to participants. If 

such instruction/question is complex, we suggest as the 

best strategy to split it into two or more parts, especially 
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for subjective/open questions, which depended on the 

participant interpretation. Using a non-real and small SPL 

(Mobile Media) benefit our experiments as: it has a 

small number of classes and interfaces, thus requiring 

participant less effort to count class/components 

elements; all SPL requirements are modeled in only one 

simple diagram (class and component); and the diagram 

is not too large for understanding it. We cannot say 

anything on these experiments using a real SPL, except 

that we expect more time to complete all tasks in 

prospective studies. The point is that real SPLs provide 

real data, thus, maybe contributing to findings similar to 

real projects. 

Conclusion 

Considering the use of software metrics to represent 

attributes in a PLA, this paper presented the experimental 

validation of three metrics for PLAs. These metrics are 

associated with Size, Coupling and Cohesion attributes and 

unlike other size, coupling and cohesion metrics found in 

the literature, they are used in the context of SPL. 

The metrics proposed and validated in this study 

were adapted from existing software metrics by taking 

into consideration PLA variabilities. Such adaptation 

occurred with the intention to provide SPL community a 

way of measuring PLA by means of external quality 

attributes, such as Reusability and Modularity based on 

Coupling, Cohesion and Size attributes. 

The obtained results from our experiments provided 

initial evidence of the use of such metrics as indicators 

of Reusability (Size) and Modularity (Coupling and 

Cohesion) of a PLA. Reusability and Modularity were 

associated with Size and Coupling and Cohesion, 

respectively, taking into account works from (Chidamber 

and Kemerer, 1994; Myers, 1975). 

As future work we intend to: (i) conduct more 
experiments with real SPLs and larger sample size to 
mitigate the threats discussed in this study; (ii) contribute 
to ISO/IEC 25010 standard (ISO/IEC,25010, 2011) in 
the perspective of Maintainability of PLAs supported by 
Modularity, Reusability, Analyzability, Modifiability 
and Testability by means of the validated metrics in this 
study and incorporating previously validated metrics for 
complexity (Marcolino et al., 2013a) and extensibility 
(OliveiraJr and Gimenes, 2014); and (iii) conduct 
empirical evaluations of such ISO/IEC contribution with 
experts on software product quality and SPL. 
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Appendix A - Size, Coupling and Cohesion Questionnaire 

This appendix section provides Size, Coupling and Cohesion questionnaires. 
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